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From The Commodore
Warren Dalby, Commodore
We just finished the second
Tuesday night race of the Spring
Series and again had sunshine
and warm temperatures. It was
another perfect evening to be
out sailing on the river. We really
are lucky to have these kind of
conditions, especially this early in
the season. I was crewing on Mike
Daly’s Thunderbird, Air Fair, with
Jim Severs who is a long time
sailor/racer, and Cathy Meyer
who is relatively new to racing,
but you would never know it from
the way she jumps with complete
confidence into everything there
is to do on the boat. It really is fun
to race on a beautiful and wellequipped classic wooden boat
with totally pleasant and
competent people.
There are a bunch of moving
parts to making a sailboat race
happen and we are fortunate to
have people with a depth of
expertise organizing and running
the SYSCO events.

Bill Sanborn had Upstart out for
the committee boat and Rich
Jones ran another smooth race.
All of this is organized by our Race
Captain and Vice Commodore
Tod Bassham. Everyone involved
makes it look so easy, but it really
isn’t.
Did you know that every 2.1
minutes a man is diagnosed with
prostate cancer?

The Prostate Cancer Foundation
(www.pcf.org) is dedicated to
curing this cancer that hits one in
every six men. Now you can help
your friends and PCF by doing
one of the activities you love best
– sailing.

WARMER TEMPS
RETURN FOR
PLEASANT
SAILING

TEAMWORK
AND
MENTORING
MAKING IT
LOOK EASY

SYSCO
PROSTATE
CANCER
FOUNDATION
BEER CAN
RACE

This summer, SYSCO’s only Beer
Can Race, June 20 at 1830 hours,
will benefit research by the
Prostate Cancer Foundation.
Skippers, crew, family and friends
are encouraged to make a tax
deductible donation to PCF.

Even before 6:00, the race course
was completely set up and
courses were posted with
everything in order. It was the
Rangers’ turn at RC with Dennis
Olmstead as the fleet captain.

SYSCO will set up an account to
track personal donations. To give
now, make checks payable to
“Prostate Cancer Foundation”
and mail the check(s) to SYSCO,
P.O. Box 5502, Portland, OR 97228.
All contributions must be made by
June 20. For more information or
questions, contact Mike O’Bryant
at obryants@comcast.net
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SYSCO Board Meeting Minutes
Attending members: Commodore Warren Dalby,
Vice-Commodore Tod Bassham, Rear Commodore
Frank Colistro, Membership Chair Jan Burkhart,
Newsletter Editor Chris Harley, Gary Bruner, Rich
Jones, Mike Daly. The May meeting began
promptly at 6pm.

New Members
The SYSCO Board met at North Sails, just prior to
attending a talk given by America’s Cup sailor,
Caleb Borcher. The first order of business was
carried out by Membership Chair, Jan Burkhart, with
the introduction of three new members: Jeanine
Holn, Jason Turner and Chris Christensen, and one
new associate member: Earl Padfield. The Board
voted unanimously to accept their membership.
Welcome! That brings total membership up to 113
members.

Racing
PRO Rich Jones reported on the success of the first
two races of the spring series, despite some
challenging conditions. V-C Tod Bassham reported
that redress is being sought for the Merit fleet
based on a Tuesday night collision that dropped
the leader to second place. Word is that the
protest committee is likely to deny redress, but stay
tuned. The two new marks are on board Pancho,
ready to be inflated, which will give the RC more
options for courses. Discussion ensued of a
sentiment expressed by members of E and F fleet
for longer courses, fewer roundings. Rich will do his
best, especially now that we have the two new
marks.

Financial
Treasurer Ryan Rogers submitted a spreadsheet
reporting a current balance of $11,376.20,
membership revenue at projected levels and
expenses at normal levels.

Good Works Department
The Board granted a request from OWSA to use
Pancho as the safety/photo boat for Adventure
Sails, an event that takes at risk kids out sailing for a
day, on May 10th. Warren volunteered to be the
Pancho pilot for the day. Thank you Warren!

Social Media
Editor Chris Harley reported that he placed a
number of photos of the first Thursday night race on
the club’s Facebook page. Didn’t know SYSCO
had a Facebook page? Most people don’t. But
we do. Check it out at www.facebook.com/
syscosails. “Like” it if you like it, post stories, photos,
comments there for the SYSCO community.
Discussion ensued that each RC would be asked to
assign one person each race to take pictures, to
post on Facebook, the club website, and to print in
the newsletter. Speaking of posting, a clip of the
recent KGW Channel 8 feature on SYSCO racing is
now posted on the club’s website and Facebook
page.

Crew Membership
Chris and Tod led a discussion of the Crew
Membership Lite initiative, where members provide
e-mail addresses of their crew members to Chris at
christopherharley@gmail.com and he will send the
crew members copies of the newsletter and event
notices such as fleet night, the awards party, etc.
Tod will send out a blast e-mail to members. Chris
reported that several skippers have already signed
up their crew members.

In Brief
There is the possibility that SYSCO will host the
Catalina 22 regional championship on the
Columbia River in July, but discussion deferred until
the Cat-22 Fleet Captain, Don Woodhouse, is in
attendance. Also brief discussion of preparations
needed for the SYSCO Beer Can June 20, which will
feature the Merit Mayhem and J-24 Jumble (yes,
we are talking about crew swapping), a prostate
research fundraiser, and after race party. Also
excitement is building for the Duel Bridge Dual on
Saturday June 21, a Fiasco style race that was so
popular last year.
The meeting ended promptly at 6:30pm, and the
Board and 30 other sailors then enjoyed listening to
Caleb Borcher’s discussion of downwind race
strategy.
Tod Bassham
Ad hoc Secretary pro tempore
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Tod Bassham Calls A Puff in 3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . .
Caleb Borcher Speaks
America’s Cup Sailor Visits North Sails
The SYSCO Board met Monday May 5, at North
Sails, quickly concluded the club’s business,
and then enjoyed listening to America’s Cup
sailor Caleb Borcher discuss how to win the
downwind leg. Thanks, Caleb, for your insights
and passion for the sport, and thanks also to
Kerry Poe at North Sails and OWSA for inviting
Caleb and opening up his talk to the sailing
community. For those who couldn’t make his
presentation, here are some highlights, as best
as this reporter can remember them.
Due to unique nature of our local river racing,
with currents opposed to the prevailing
northwest wind, most of the time on the course
is spent on the downwind leg, so Caleb
believes it is the most important leg, but
curiously the leg in which many sailors invest
the least effort. Caleb recommends that the
downwind leg be sailed just as hard or harder
than the upwind leg. For example, if winds are
oscillating, and you tack four times on the
upwind leg due to wind shifts, you should
expect to gybe roughly as many times or more
on the downwind leg, to take advantage of
shifts. Contrary to popular myth, the downwind
leg is not the time to relax, gybe once, and
parade down to the windward mark: all hands
should pay constant attention to trim, weight
distribution, wind shifts, and tactical and
strategic considerations.
Approaching the windward mark, plan the
approach, the hoist, and the first part of the
downwind leg. Don’t hoist too early: the
spinnaker only works going downwind. Keep as
much weight on the rail as possible and round
flat. Also after the hoist don’t be too quick to
douse the jib. Get the spinny pulling hard
before dousing; the jib is doing no harm and
the first priority is boat speed. Only gybe set at
the windward mark if there is a compelling
reason, such as a 30 degree wind shift. If you

have to go left for some reason, do a quick-set
bear-away.
The top two priorities are pressure and clear air;
everything else is a distant third. The spotter
should call both puffs and lulls, distance/time
and direction of puffs and shifts, and also
advise about boats moving onto on your air.
Generally, don’t get into tactical duels absent
compelling reason, or try to pass a boat by
reaching high over them. The boat will simply
reach up and the two of you will head far off
the rhumb line, allowing trailing boats to
overtake you. Instead, wait for a lift or pressure
and gybe
first under
them.
At the
bottom of
the run,
plan the
approach,
the douse
and the
first part of
the upwind
leg. Flake
the spin
halyard to
make sure
it will run
clear. Have
one person do all douse prep, while everyone
else focuses on racing. Talk through every step,
even if you’ve done it a million times. Don’t
wait too long to douse. The spinnaker must be
down when you round.
Caleb had lots more to say, but that is all this
reporter could glean from his scribbled notes.
Our sailing community is very fortunate to have
speakers of his caliber, and the many excellent
local education programs, to help us all race
faster and sail smarter.
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The Shamrock Run
No, this is not a recap of a St.
Patrick’s Day trot around
Portland. It’s a view of the
2014 Oregon Offshore from
near the rear of the pack.
Shamrock is my 1971 Yankee
30 with a PHRF rating of 195,
a handicap that granted us
about 2 ½ hours advantage
over the next slowest boat
over the 193 miles of
Offshore. Some may wonder
why we even bothered to
enter, and the question is
difficult to answer, but there
were a couple of motivators.
Last year in a
light air race
we’d
withdrawn
before the
finish,
believing the
wind was
gone for
good and
that finishing
was
impossible.
Soon after, we
were in the
midst of full
spinnakers, all
of them
finishing within
the time limit.
I was severely
depressed
after that
decision, and
was hoping for a bit of
redemption this year. Also, I
enjoy giving an opportunity
to do this race to folks who
sail with me on the river and
might otherwise not be
asked to go on bigger, faster
vessels. In fact, my crew this
year included four local
sailors, three of whom had
never done the race, and
one who had done it just
once on someone else’s
boat. One, like me, was well
over 60 years old and
another was 71! While
winning anything seemed
entirely out of the question,
our goal was to sail well while
being safe, make as few

mistakes as possible and be
competitive enough that
others knew we were
actually out there!
While we had been
checking the weather for
days prior, the weather
report at the skipper’s
meeting in Astoria on
Wednesday night helped
solidify our decision. The
agreement had been that
we would not go over the
bar if the forecast seemed
dangerous. Timm Lessley of
California Girl is very dialed in

to electronic information
sources and I put great faith
in his report than we’d likely
not see anything over 27
knots of breeze, most likely
from the South, clocking
somewhat westerly during
the race. Weather reports
had forecast up to 3 meter
seas, though I rather
repressed the fact that some
seas can be considerably
larger than predictions. I’d
seen those conditions before
in previous races and felt
confident that Shamrock
could handle that, provided
it didn’t get much wilder.
We rose at 0430 on Thursday,
the day of the race, left the

dock in Astoria in a dousing
rain, and began the motor
ride out over the bar, raising
the main to help steady the
boat in increasing breeze
and seas. The start was at
0810 in somewhat bouncy,
confused, moderate seas
and something just under 20
knots of breeze. We got a
pretty good start and
watched as the serious gofasts immediately began
raising spinnakers. We were
under a conservative
sailplan of just a 100%

yankee headsail and full
main, but our GPS starting
reading up to about 12 miles
per hour. (I later changed it
to read in knots). Why push,
we thought? The boat was
going faster than hull speed,
felt quite solid and the
prediction was for increasing
breeze.
Sure enough, the breeze
continued to build during the
day and the wind to clock
from SE, to S, and then to the
SW. Sometime in the early
evening we were seeing
gusts of 32 knots of wind over
the stern quarter while
reaching at over 10 knots of
boat speed. We were

certainly beyond that 27
knot maximum forecast! The
seas were getting fairly large
and we decided to reef,
even though Shamrock was
never out of control. The
skeg hung rudder was more
than up to the task, and we
look very little green water
into the cockpit, though an
occasional slap would
shower us some. We were all
wet to the bone and quite
cold, but it was fresh water
from rain, not salt water.
Everyone on the boat but
the lucky
skipper was
suffering from
mal de mer to
varying
degrees, but
no one
whimpered.
The reefing
was the most
nervous part
of the entire
trip for me as
my 64 yearold crew
member went
up to the
mast in seas
that were
sometimes
breaking,
coming at us
from the west
and the south,
with an occasional rogue
from yet another direction.
He did a yeoman’s job
tucking in the reef (always
tethered to our jack-line, of
course), and we bore off
with no reduction in hull
speed but in even more
control. All night we were on
the same tack, trying hard to
stay west of the rhumb line
so as to not get stuck in
behind Umatilla Reef, the
most westward point of the
course, where a tack would
have us sailing away from
our destination.

continued next page
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“I commend every person who competed in this
race whether they won a trophy or not. I’m so
proud of all my SYSCO and Portland friends, many
who displayed amazing sailing skills.”
I finally got some rest at about 2100,
when I got below, stripped to my soggy
uns and crawled into dry clothes to
take a nap. I’m sure the process took
at least a half an hour while the boat
danced about in the seas, but a warm
bunk did wonders, even
though it was pretty noisy and
bumpy. I could feel the boat
launch itself and land hard in
troughs. At about 0030, the
crew woke me to take over
driving. My sickest crew was
asked to get up with me. My
other crew all went to the 3
available sea berths on
Shamrock for much needed
rest. Through the night, I
steered by the compass, lit
only by my headlamp since
the wiring for the compass was
kaput. I occasionally was able
to use the vane, but the rain
on my glasses made
everything quite blurry when I
looked aloft. At one point, my
headlamp went on the fritz
and I couldn’t see. Looking
up, I then realized that the
vane was hanging off to one
side of the mast, about to fall
on deck! It was as disorienting
as if someone blindfolded me
while driving down the
freeway. It took awhile for my
seasick crewman to get me
another headlamp in order to
get my bearings. I began counting the
minutes until sunrise!
We rounded Dunze Rock at about 0500
to a welcome dawn and nearly
immediately the seas and breeze
began to abate. While a gale warning
was in effect in the Straits until 0600, we
shook out the reef and soon after raised
the kite for a planned rhumb line run to
Race Rocks. After a couple of hours,
the wind got so light that we were
searching for wind-lines like we do on
the river, but we were in company with
Kaos, a Santa Cruz 27, and we heard
boats behind us checking in with Tofino

Traffic, so we knew we hadn’t
embarrassed ourselves.
We finally saw Aja, an Ericson 35, under
double headsails gaining on us, and a
blue spinnaker coming on strong on the

and unable to gain on Aja who took
the outside route. We made it to
Victoria a bit after 1700 on Friday, under
increasingly blue skies and in about 15
gorgeous knots of breeze. Our trip took
us just over 33 hours. Slow for this year,
perhaps, but within 3 hours of a
course record of 30 hours that
had stood for over 20 years of
Offshore. A check of the GPS
showed that we’d hit a maximum
speed of 13.74 knots at one point.
Not bad for a boat whose
theoretical hull speed is
somewhere around 6.4 knots,
which was just about our average
for the entire 193 miles. It was
good enough for second place in
Class D, behind WyEast, Frank
Colistro’s venerable Cascade 36
competing in its 20th Offshore!
I commend every person who
competed in this race whether
they won a trophy or not. I’m so
proud of all my SYSCO and
Portland friends, many who
displayed amazing sailing skills.
My kudos extend to Souffle, the
Cruising Fleet’s lone entry, who
chose not to motor for even one
minute, even though they could
have legally done so and still won
their class. We all experienced the
same tough conditions and gave
it back in spades.

Canadian side (Katzenjammer, Jim
Calnon’s beautiful C&C 34). Some will
wonder why we took our foot off the
gas pedal. We’d had an ugly gybe and
were forced to lower the kite in order to
get sorted out. I made the decision to
take it easy on the last leg, knowing
that the boats near us owed us a great
deal of time so we went with a 130
genoa and full main rather than rehoist
the spinnaker. The broken mast head
vane made it challenging to fly the
chute anyway, so that can be my
excuse for not pushing harder.
So, we went through Race Passage on
an ebb, slower than Katzenjammer,

While some skippers and crew were
calling this fun, I’m not totally
convinced, especially when most
people I talked to were seasick at some
point, and there was a fair amount of
carnage to both sails and gear. I think
the feeling at the back of the pack is
that this was challenging, exciting, and
rewarding. It’s not unlike climbing a
serious mountain. The getting there may
not always be fun but once you’re at
the top, the view most often makes the
effort worth it. This was an amazing
Shamrock Run! Glad we did it!

Gary Bruner
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Hey, SYSCO...
Where do I find the fleet assignments for race committee duty?
Fleet

Captains

SPRING

SUMMER

Stephens

04/29/2014

-

Woodhouse

-

06/10/2014

Pierce

05/01/2014

06/12/2014

Ranger 20

Olmstead

05/13/2014

06/17/2014

Martin 24

Brown

05/15/2014

06/19/2014

Cal 20

Hazzard

05/20/2014

06/24/2014

E Fleet

Daly

05/22/2014

06/26/2014

Cruising

Stephens

05/27/2014

07/08/2014

Merit 25

Paligo

05/29/2014

07/10/2014

Campagna

06/03/2014

07/15/2014*

MacMenemy

06/05/2014

07/17/2014*

Cruising
Catalina 22
F Fleet

J-24
A&B Fleets

Rich Jones will act as the PRO for the Spring Series and most of the Summer Evening Series

Regatta
PCF Beer Can
CC Dual Bridge Duel

Saint Helens
Race & Cruise

PRO

Date

Time

Bassham/Dalby

06/20/2014

1830

TBA

06/21/2014

1400

Bassham/Dalby

09/06/2014

1115

PLEASE CONTACT TOD BASSHAM BY CALLING (503) 705-5737 OR EMAIL RACE_CAPTAIN@SYSCOSAILING.ORG IF
CHANGES NEED TO BE MADE TO THE RC SCHEDULE OR IF YOU NEED HELP FINDING A SUITABLE BOAT TO HOLD
ALL THE RC GEAR AND KEEP THE VOLUNTEERS COMFY.

* END OF BBQ SERIES
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WHAT IS A SYSCO DELTA CRUISE?
In 1984 several of us who had
mortgaged the farm to buy
a 22 foot sail boat realized
that for a summer vacation
that year the choice was a
staycation, or figure out
some way to vacation
cruising on the boat we were
paying for. The Six Pac series
was the perfect option
racing the boat to Astoria,
but Admiral says, “We’re not
taking the kids and all the
cruising gear and racing
every day.” So Plan B was
looking at the Six Pac
itinerary and planning a 100
mile down river cruise visiting
where they weren’t going to
be, and that is when we
were introduced to the lower
Columbia River and Warren
Slough.
The River runs within a well
defined gorge as it passes
through the Coast Range
toward the ocean and I
believe a line drawn
between Bradwood and
Cathlamet marks the end of
the River as it then fills into
several channels between
low Islands that form the
Delta area (see chart
#18523) with the main
dredged channel along the
North shore. The river then
joins several other smaller
tributaries forming four bays
in the Astoria area as it finally
drains into The Pacific
through the Columbia River
Bar. Our journey is into the
islands of the Delta area,
and across the Bays to
Astoria.
For some of us who have
done this cruise over the
years it is an annual ritual like
Christmas or Thanksgiving
and is not to be missed. I
have no idea of the number
of boats and sailors who
have joined us on this Cruise
over the years, but each
year the group’s dynamics
change. We have watched
families start with kids in
diapers and have then seen
those kids through college,

and now these folks are
sharing their love of boating
with grandkids. Those of us
who have a long record of
making this cruise always get

that good feeling, when we
have introduced a new
friend as a SYSCO Delta
Cruiser.
Jump forward 30 years and
the Six Pac is no more, but
the SYSCO Delta Cruise is still
going strong, with each boat
following its own Float Plan.
We meet on the last
Saturday of July at Martin
Island, and the cruise
officially begins when you
join the raft up there.
Sunday we will motor, sail, or
get towed to Cathlamet
where we get showers, have
a major party, refresh ice,
and resupply for Warren
Slough. Monday morning on
the dock is always busy with
discussions of what time to
depart Cathlamet for
crossing to Devils Elbow at
Horseshoe Island. For 2014, a
high tide of 7.1 ft is at 16:10
hrs. so our goal is to be
through Devils Elbow by
15:30. We will then arrive at
the lonely piling (aka:

“SYSCO’s Out-Station”) in
Warren Slough for a major
raft up, and in time for
afternoon tea.

River.
The River and the
communities along the river
are very cruiser friendly and
all welcome us to come with
good facilities at very
reasonable prices. You can
find the three most needed
items at several locations
(showers, ice and fuel); there
are lots of restaurant options
in St Helens, Rainer,
Cathlamet, and Astoria. For
those who enjoy time on the
hook there are good spots all
along the river, Martin Island,
Sand Island (Goble), Walker
Island, Fisher Island, Gull
Island (with experienced
guide), Bradbury Slough (Bat
Water Cove), Beaver Slough,
Welcome Slough, several
options among the Delta
Islands, Steamboat Slough,
or Mott Island.

This is not a structured cruise,
and each boat follows their
individual Float Plan and has
the options to choose where
they want to spend their
time. Last year is a perfect
example: 15 boats left
Cathlamet for Warren Slough
and a couple boats went
directly on to Astoria. About
half left Warren Slough on
Tuesday’s tide for Astoria, on
the Wednesday tide 5 or 6
more boats left for Astoria
and Cathlamet, a couple
more arrived at Warren
Slough to join the remaining
raft up for another day and
then on Thursday some boats
left for Astoria while others
were returning to Cathlamet
to join boats that had opted
to just enjoy time at the
Cathlamet docks. Usually by
Thursday or Friday boats stop
off in Cathlamet as they
begin the trip home and
plan overnight stops along
the way, while some opt to
spend more time in the lower

One caution is to be aware
of water depth when leaving
the main channel of the river,
and know that there is a
typical 5 to 7 ft tide change.
Over time the river has
moved the bottom sand and
charted depths of the area
are not current, and some
buoys have not been
relocated to where they
should be, or have been
removed. We have learned
the safe routes for transit with
a 6 foot keel, after our
surveys made during low tide
with dingy and kayak.
Our next SYSCO Delta Cruise
will start on July 26, 2014 with
the meeting in Martin Island
pond. We invite you to
cruise with us for the week,
weekend, or join us for the
Sunday potluck party in
Cathlamet. And if these
dates don’t work, the river is
always open and we
encourage you to enjoy this
area when you can. And
we are always enthusiastic
about sharing our local
knowledge with those
venturing into the Delta.

Bill Sanborn
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Why I Hate Skiing
The most convincing
evidence that the sailing
gods want us to be happy is,
of course, beer. But a close
second is the existence of
Sailing on Sundays (SOS), the
winter racing series on the
Columbia River. Before SOS,
the six months from the last
fall regatta to the first race of
spring was a chasm of gloom
and despair for the
nautically obsessed. For a
long half year, scarce any
keel disturbed the empty
waters, and the only sounds
were the wailing and
gnashing of teeth, as
grieving sailors paced the
lonely shore waiting for
spring, and hope, to return.
All that changed when some
brilliant Unknown Sailor
realized that with suitable
clothing, a flask of whiskey,
and some useful idiots to act
as crew, winter sailing was
possible—nay, even fun. The
idea spread, and before
long a small but doughty
fleet began gathering at
Buoy 14 each Sunday at
1300. At first, the boats just
milled about, uncertain what
to do, afraid to leave the
safety of the pod in this
terrifying new world. At last,
a brave pioneer struck out
for Buoy 2, and the others
followed. And some of them
thought: Hey, it’s almost like
we’re racing. And then they
realized: We don’t need no
stinking marks or horn or race
committee to have a race.
We just need to SAIL! And
the gods smiled.
Thus SOS was born, and the
sanity and marriages of
many sailors saved. No
longer were we forced to
spend the winter months
lying on therapists’ couches,
or moping about the house
until the spouse threatens
divorce. Now we could sail
and race all the year round!

Ah, but not all rejoiced. The
bitter truth is that not all
sailors appreciate the subtle
pleasures of winter racing. I
discovered this when I tried
to convince my regular crew
to don foulies each Sunday
and join me for six months of
exciting SOS action. Each of
them begged off, citing a
desire to instead spend their
winter weekends skiing.
Skiing? Pray tell, I asked
them curiously, what is this
thing you call skiing?
My crew proceeded to tell
me a preposterous story,
something about how they
and millions of others enjoy
strapping fiberglass boards
to their feet and slipping and
sliding down the side of a
mountain.
After the horror had sunk in, I
asked them to clarify a few
points. So, I inquired, instead
of sailing an exciting winter
race series, you prefer to get
up before the dawn, drive
an hour and a half to some
godforsaken peak, pay
hundreds of dollars for lift
tickets, ride a creepy bench
suspended from a wire all
the way to the top of a
slope, wander about in the
drizzle and sleet until you find
a trail, then slip and slide
down the trail to the bottom
of the mountain?
“Yep,” my crew said.
And at the bottom of the
mountain, I asked in
amazement, you then
willingly climb back onto the
same creepy swinging
bench, to repeat the
experience ad nauseum?
Up and down, up and down,
all day?
“You betcha,” they nodded.
So, I concluded, you spend
all day repeating this
senseless activity and then,

late at night, you drive an
hour and a half back to
town, soaked and
exhausted. And yet, for
reasons that escape me, you
feel profoundly satisfied?
“Yessiree-bob,” they
chorused.
Still, I could not fathom why
any right-thinking person
would prefer this ghastly
slipping and sliding around
the mountains to the
ineffable joys of sailing. So I
enumerated to my crew the
clear advantages of sailing
the SOS compared to this socalled “skiing.”
First, SOS begins at midday, a
civilized hour that allows
dissipation of the hangover
acquired the night before.
And SOS ends after a couple
of hours, just in time to
proceed to the yacht club
bar and begin the process of
acquiring a new hangover.
Skiing, on the other hand,
requires rising and returning
at ungodly hours, driving vast
distances on icy roads, falling
down treacherous slopes,
and other activities not
conducive to the steady and
sustained consumption of
alcohol.
Second, SOS and most
sailboat racing in general is a
social activity, an exquisite
choreography of teamwork
with friends old and new. In
the camaraderie of the
cockpit, we suffer together,
struggle together, and
sometimes triumph together.
We race against friends on
other boats, and yell goodnatured insults at each other.
Skiing, on the other hand, is
fundamentally a solo
experience. One may
carpool with others, and
perhaps socialize at the ski
lodge afterward, but skiing
as an activity is fraught with
existential isolation. We

already spend so much of
our lives alone, and in the
end we all die alone. Do we
really want to spend our
winter weekends alone and
friendless on some bleak, icy
mountainside?
Third, consider the carbon
footprint. Skiing requires
clearing natural slopes of
trees to install trails, parking
lots and the vast energysucking machinery needed
to groom the slope, lift
people to the top, and
generate the artificial snow
needed for early or late
season skiing. To even get to
the skiing area requires that
skiers burn, cumulatively,
millions of gallons of fossil
fuels and generate tons of
pollution and greenhouse
gases. Sailing, on the other
hand, consumes far fewer
resources and largely
depends on a sustainable
resource, the wind.
Finally, consider the sheer
Sisyphean futility of climbing
a mountain, only to fall down
it again, and then repeating
the process over and over
again. What is the point?
Why is this even considered
fun? By contrast, when we
sail in the SOS, we are
engaged in an inherently
joyous and meaningful
pursuit: racing around
buoys in order to beat the
snot out of each other and
thereby gain bragging rights
at the yacht club bar. Be
honest with yourself: isn’t
gaining bragging rights at
the bar what life is really all
about? Hmm?
I thought so. Now, guys, are
you ready to…guys, guys,
where are you going?
Skiing? Um, can I come
along?

Tod Bassham
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Keeping It Brief
With Frank Colistro

This year’s Oregon Offshore certainly was one for the record books! Every speed and time record was shattered.
I am happy to say that our club was well-represented. The ever hard-charging Admiral Von Bruner at the helm of Shamrock was on our
transom all the way up the coast, with Katzenjammer in hot pursuit of him. We all finished within three hours of each other, with good old
Wy’East taking first place.
Although the start was chaotic, what with all the gybing and tacking of twenty-eight boats in twenty-five knots of wind, once we all got
pointed north and put that monstrous breeze on our port quarters, things settled substantially. It rained, it poured, we all took the
occasional shot of green water over the transom, but it still was absolutely glorious to be one hundred and thirty-five miles down range by
Friday morning, after which it was a sunny spinnaker sail through Race Passage and onto Victoria for a late lunch.
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